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DIRECTED ASSISTANCE MODULE (DAM) 7
Initial Demonstration of Capability Using
EPA Method 334: Determination of Residual
Chlorine in Drinking Water Using On-line
Chlorine Analyzer
Getting started
The TCEQ created this DAM to be delivered by the TCEQ’s Financial,
Managerial, and Technical (FMT) service providers. The TCEQ Water Supply
Division (WSD) trains instructors in how to accomplish this training. Contact
the TCEQ Water Supply Division at 512-239-4691 If you have any questions.

Course Objective
The purpose of this course is to provide a combination of classroom and
hands-on training to the staff of any public water system (PWS) that wishes
to report chlorine residuals (free or total) to the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) from on-line analyzers using analytical
methods other than those specifically approved by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
To obtain approval to use these instruments, a system must demonstrate
that the on-line monitors can reliably and accurately measure chlorine
residuals by conducting an Initial Demonstration of Capability (IDC) and then
periodically verifying the performance of the on-line instrument and benchtop
reference method.

Learning goals:
After receiving the training, the water system’s staff should be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prepare chlorine calibration standards at multiple concentrations.
Understand precision and accuracy requirements necessary to validate
on-line instrument readings.
Utilize the TCEQ supplied Method 334 IDC Spreadsheet.
Understand the continuing monitoring and comparison requirements
between on-line and benchtop instruments.
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5.

Document the use of Method 334 for validation of the on line instrument
on the Drinking Water Laboratory Approval Form (TCEQ Form 10450)
for attachment to the system’s required Monitoring Plan.

Expertise Required
Instructor:
This Directed Assistance Module (DAM) must be given by an instructor who
understands and can demonstrate the steps needed to properly prepare
chlorine calibration standards, establish and record various chlorine
calibration standard readings on a benchtop analyzer, compare on-line
analyzer readings with benchtop analyzer readings, utilize the TCEQ Method
334 IDC spreadsheet, and is comfortable working with computers.
The instructor must be capable of completing all of the objectives of this
DAM. This will require familiarity with the particular instruments in service at
the plant and the analytical protocols for analyzing chlorine concentrations
using that instrument.
The TCEQ would prefer that the instructor hold a Class C or higher Surface
Water Operators license if compliance monitoring using the on-line
instrument takes place in a surface water treatment plant.

Participant:
The public water system (PWS) staff attending this course should be familiar
with the disinfection process and monitoring regimen used at their water
treatment plant, familiar with the instruments used in their plant, and either
already hold a Water Operators license or at least have a basic understanding
of potable water chlorination and the laboratory processes for residual
measurement.

Facilities and Materials Required at the Treatment Plant
Instructor:
The instructor must provide all of the materials described in the Course
Description and Instructor Guide for Directed Assistance Module 7.
Training Site:
This training is to be conducted at a water treatment plant which is able to
provide the materials and equipment shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Materials and equipment required at the treatment plant
Quantity

Item

1

Computer with Microsoft (MS) Excel

1

Copy of the Method 334 blank spreadsheet
—Provided by the Instructor

1 mL

1.0 milliliter (mL) graduated measuring Pipette (serological or Mohr)
or a 1.0 mL TenSette pipette

1 ea.

10.0 mL graduated measuring Pipette or a 10.0 mL TenSette pipette

1

50 mL or 100 mL graduated cylinders or volumetric flasks

Several

Ampoules of a chlorine solution of known concentration (i.e., a
primary chlorine standard or stock standard)

1L

1 liter of demand free dilution water (Deionized or distilled water
may be used. If deionized or distilled water is used, all of the
dilutions must be accomplished from the same bottle)

60

Enough reagent to run 60 benchtop tests

1

Benchtop chlorine analyzer utilizing an EPA approved chlorine
method

5

Sample vials, cuvettes, Erlenmeyer flasks, or beakers (as applicable
and as necessary) for each concentration range of calibration
standard to be tested to be tested.

1

TCEQ approved Concentration Time (CT) Study

As Required

Installed "tee" on monitoring instrument supply line.

Deliverables
During this training event, the plant staff and Instructor will produce the
following documentation:
1.

Completed Participant Sign Up Sheet.

2.

Method 334 IDC Spreadsheet completed for Steps 1-4 and the initial
reading for Step 5.

3.

A printout of at least one worksheet from Method 334 IDC spreadsheet
with data entered for at least one on-line monitoring point.

4.

Completed Recommended Action Plan Form.

5.

Completed Plant Questionnaire from each participant.

6.

Completed Project Completion Form (Instructor only).

7.

Completed TCEQ Laboratory Approval Form (Form 10450) and List of
Analytical Methods if the system uses chloramines.
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Provisional Agenda
The completion of this DAM is expected to take approximately 4.5 hours. The
provisional agenda for the DAM is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Provisional agenda for DAM 7
Time

Activity

8:00-8:15

Introductions and overview

8:15–9:00

Plant tour (45 minutes)

9:00-9:15

Lab tour

9:15-9:45

Step 1—Working standard solution for chlorine demand test
(30 minutes)

9:45-10:15

Step 2—Apparent chlorine residual of the dilution water and the
chlorine demand of the dilution water (30 minutes)

10:15-10:30

Step 3—Working standard solution for preparing chlorine
calibration standards (15 minutes)

10:30-11:00

Step 4—Determining accuracy and precision of benchtop
analyzer from measurement of chlorine calibration standards
(30 minutes)

11:00-11:30

Step 5—Comparison of online monitor readings to benchtop
readings (30 minutes)

11:30-12:00

Recommended Action Plan

12:00-12:30

Wrap up and Questionnaire (30 minutes)
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Introduction
Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC)
Before getting started on the hands-on activities for this DAM, there are
some things to think about for quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC)
concern.

Purpose of method
The purpose of Method 334 is to give the system a way to demonstrate to
the TCEQ that an online residual analyzer using an EPA-unapproved analysis
can measure disinfectant level as accurately as an EPA-approved method.
Before using the on-line analyzer for compliance monitoring, the IDC protocol
can be used to show that:
•
•
•

the operator’s lab technique is correctly applied and precise enough,
the laboratory equipment and instrumentation is sufficiently accurate and
precise enough, and
the reagents used for the IDC are of good quality and are reliable enough
to accurately confirm the performance of the non-standard online
analyzer by comparing the online instrument results against a benchtop
test performed on an instrument that does use an EPA approved
analytical technique.

Chlorine demand
In this method, chlorine demand is extremely important. If chlorine
demand is not measured accurately, the results will not be useable.
The IDC procedure requires very precise measurements of chlorine residual
at very low concentrations. That is why the chlorine demand of the dilution
water must be known exactly before comparison with benchtop instruments.
One source of stray chlorine demand is glassware. A system’s glassware may
have been contaminated with a chlorine demand from previous uses. The
glassware used in this test must be chlorine demand-free, so it may need to
be pre-treated before starting the IDC.
The Hach-recommended procedure to remove chlorine demand in glassware
is:
•
•

Fill the glassware with a dilute solution of chlorine bleach prepared by
adding 1 mL of commercial bleach to 1 liter of water.
Soak in this solution at least one hour.
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•
•

After soaking, rinse thoroughly with deionized (distilled) water and allow it
to dry before use.
If the mixing cylinder is thoroughly rinsed with deionized water and
allowed to dry after each use, only occasional pretreatment is necessary.

Don’t switch from free to total
It is also recommended that the analyst not use the glassware for Free and
Total Chlorine analysis without first thoroughly cleaning the glassware and
applying the above procedure to remove chlorine demand.
Use a single aliquot of DI water
When using deionized (DI) or distilled water as dilution water to conduct the
IDC, each container of DI (distilled) water may have a different chlorine
demand, even if produced by the same equipment. Therefore, it is desirable
to have a sufficient quantity of one-container DI water to complete the whole
IDC procedure.
One analyst must complete the entire IDC
The entire IDC, Steps 1 through 5 must be completed by the same analyst.
However, once the IDC has been completed and approved by the TCEQ, the
weekly confirmation checks may be performed and documented by any
operator trained to perform the analyses.

Periodic verification
The system may implement the Method 334 protocol to confirm the
performance of an instrument that does use an EPA approved method using
N, N-diethyl-p-phenylenediamine sulfate (DPD) without having to conduct
primary calibrations of the instrument every 90 days.
If routine maintenance is performed on the instrument, the IDC does not
have to be repeated in order to continue using that instrument at the
approved location. However, the accuracy of the analyzer must be verified
with a grab sample comparison after the analyzer is placed back in service
and a second grab sample 24 hours after it is placed back in service.
If there is a major repair on an approved instrument, or if the instrument is
replaced by another instrument of the same manufacturer and model, the
Step 5 of the IDC must be repeated for seven calendar or business days, as
applicable, based on the staffing of plant.
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Description of Activities
1.

Introductions and overview

(15 minutes)

IMPORTANT
If the plant staff have not performed the dilute chlorine soak for all labware to
satisfy any chlorine demand, this should be started during the introduction. In that
case, the labware must be thoroughly rinsed with DI water after soaking during the
plant tour.
The instructor will explain the purpose of the directed assistance and what
needs to be accomplished before you leave.
If the option is available, participants who wish to receive Continuing
Education Units (CEUs) must sign the Participant Sign Up Sheet which the
instructor will provide.

2.

Plant tour

(45 minutes)

The instructor will accompany the plant staff on a limited plant tour. During
the plant tour, the instructor will document:
a. General layout of the treatment units.
b. Location of all active and standby disinfectant (O3, ClO2, Cl2, and
ammonia) feed points.
c. Location of any existing on-line sampling taps that should be used to
monitor the chlorine or chloramination process.
d. Instrument manufacturer, model number and analytical method for all
on-line chlorine monitors installed.
The purpose of the plant tour is to identify locations where chlorine or
chloramine on-line analyzers are or will be used for regulatory reporting.
Therefore, if this training is conducted at a surface water treatment plant
which intends to use an on-line instrument to determine the adequacy of
inactivation, a copy of the plant’s Concentration/Time (CT) Study approval
letter will be needed for identifying the approved disinfection zones.
During the plant tour, the instructor and participants will begin completing
the Plant Information Form provided by the instructor. Participants will
accompany the Instructor and provide information on the various disinfection
zones and location of on-line chlorine monitors.
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If the PWS getting the training plans to use on-line monitoring for compliance
with distribution system disinfectant residual levels, the plant tour will be
shorter, and a CT Study will not be needed.

3.

Lab Tour

(15 minutes)

The instructor will accompany plant staff on a lab tour to gain an
understanding of their lab equipment and general procedures used.

4.
Step 1—Working standard solution for chlorine demand test
minutes)

(30

In order to provide accurate chlorine concentration readings on the benchtop
instrument, certain interferences must be determined and addressed.
The first step in doing this involves an analysis of the dilution water for any
apparent chlorine residual and chlorine demand of the dilution water.
IMPORTANT
If chlorine demand free water is prepared for use in the directed assistance training,
it must be prepared prior to the commencement of the training.
Commercially supplied organic-free water is acceptable dilution water for the
preparation of chlorine calibration standards and eliminates the need to
prepare chlorine-demand free water. Procedures for the preparation of
chlorine demand-free water are included in ASTM-International’s
Standard D 1253-06 and Standard Method 4500-Cl C.
The Instructor will:
Discuss the method for determining the makeup of the working
standard solution based on the anticipated target concentration of the
chlorine demand test. Instructions for preparing the working standard
solution are found in the IDC Step 1 instruction found later in this
document.
The Participants will:
Calculate a target concentration based on the perceived quality of their
dilution water and determine if the working standard solution needs to
be diluted.
Instructions for preparing the working standard solution are found in the IDC
Step 1 instruction found later in this document.
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5.
Step 2—Apparent chlorine residual of the dilution water and the
chlorine demand of the dilution water (30 minutes)
Important
Step 2 must be done immediately after Step 1 to avoid solution degradation.
Using the working standard solution prepared in Step 1, Step 2 will analyze
the dilution water for any apparent chlorine residual and will analyze a low
concentration of the working standard solution to determine any chlorine
demand in the dilution water. These steps are essential in improving the
accuracy of the later chlorine calibration standard measurements. Precision in
this step is extremely important.
Preparation of the calibration standard solutions must be done using the
most precise measurement available. Measurement of the working standard
solution must be done using pipettes. Measurement of the dilution water
must be done with pipettes or volumetric flasks.
It is essential that the total volume of the prepared calibration standard be
well in excess of the amount to be pipetted into the sample cells. Having a
reserve amount of the calibration standard ensures that pipettes will have
sufficient volume of calibration standard to draw without drawing air and
jeopardizing the precision and accuracy of the tests.
The Instructor will:
a. Make sure that the labware and cells have been properly cleaned.
b. Discuss the analysis of the dilution water for apparent chlorine residual
(This is the “reagent blank”).
c. Discuss the preparation of the target low residual for the determination
of chlorine demand in the dilution water.
d. Guide the participants through the preparation, analysis and recording
of the results of the apparent residual tests and the dilution water
chlorine demand tests.
The Participants will:
a. Prepare, analyze and record the results of the apparent chlorine
residual of the dilution water in the IDC spreadsheet.
b. Prepare, analyze and record the results of the low concentration
chlorine solution in the IDC spreadsheet to determine the chlorine
demand of the dilution water.
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Instructions for preparing the test solutions for the apparent residual and for
the chlorine demand test are found in the IDC Step 2 instruction (found later
in this document).

6.
Step 3—Working standard solution for chlorine calibration
standard tests (15 minutes)
Just like in Step 1, a working standard solution must be prepared which can
be added to the dilution water in various volumes to hit the required target
chlorine concentrations. The working standard solution may be undiluted
aliquots of the supplied stock standard as long as the target chlorine residual
concentrations can be achieved. The determination of whether a diluted
working standard solution is necessary must be made before proceeding on
to Step 4. The target chlorine calibration standard concentrations will
generally be in the range of 0.2 milligrams per liter (mg/L) to 4.0 mg/L, but
exact concentrations will need to be determined by the requirements of the
IDC Step 4.
The Instructor will:
Discuss the method for determining the concentration of the working
standard solution based on the anticipated target concentration of the
chlorine calibration standards in the required ranges.
The Participants will:
Calculate the target concentration based on the range of on-line
monitor settings and determine if the stock standard solution needs to
be diluted (working standard).
Instructions for preparing the working standard solution are found in the IDC
Step 1 instruction found later in this document.

7.
Step 4—Determining the accuracy and precision of the benchtop
analyzer from measurement of chlorine calibration standards (30
minutes)
Step 4 of the IDC protocol involves using an approved manual benchtop
analytical method (reference method) to measure the chlorine concentration
in a series of standardized samples that have been dosed with increasing
amounts of stock standards (or working standard).
This part of the IDC study is where the accuracy of the benchtop (reference)
method is evaluated. Procedures that will be used to test the on-line
monitoring that is or will be installed will also be described. The data entered
in the Step 4 section of the worksheet and the results of these tests are also
DAM 7: Method 334
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used to prepare a calibration curve if the benchtop method uses a calibration
curve.
There is room to enter data for six sample sets on the IDC Step 4
Spreadsheet, but you only have to test the accuracy of the reference method
using at least three different chlorine concentrations that span the entire
range of values that you expect to see at any site where you plan to install
an on-line monitor. In many instances, the low level and low alarm level
tests may use the same chlorine concentration; the high level and high alarm
tests may also use the same concentration as each other.
The Instructor will:
a. Discuss setting targets for chlorine calibration standard concentrations
based on the on-line monitor alarm settings and expected low and
high residual measurements.
b. Discuss the preparation of the target calibration standard
concentration for the range of standards necessary to cover the on-line
monitor alarm settings and expected low and high residual
measurements.
c. Guide the participants through the preparation, analysis and recording
of the results of at least three sets of chlorine calibration standard
concentrations based on the on-line monitor alarm settings and
expected low and high residual measurements.
The Participants will:
Prepare, analyze and record the results of the chlorine calibration
standard tests in the IDC spreadsheet.
Instructions for preparing the test solutions for required chlorine
concentrations are found in the IDC Step 4 instruction found later in this
document.

8.
Step 5—Comparison of online monitor readings to benchtop
readings (30 minutes)
Step 5 of the IDC protocol involves comparing the results produced by the
on-line monitor(s) to those produced by the benchtop reference method.
The grab samples for the reference method must be obtained from the same
sample tap that supplies the online monitor so the operators must install a
tee in the line that supplies at least one of the on-line instruments prior to
the training.
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The location, manufacturer, model number and analytical technique of all on
line chlorine monitors should be identified as part of the plant and lab tour
portions of the training.
For purposes of this training event, not all on-line monitors need to be
compared to the benchtop reference method. However, the background
information for the system, the benchtop analytical method, the benchtop
instrumentation, and the anticipated/historical residuals and settings blocks
should be completed for at least one instrument.
Further, at least one sample from the instrument selected should be collected
and the benchtop reading should be compared to the reading displayed by
the on-line monitor.
The Instructor will:
a. Choose one functioning on-line monitor location that has a tee
installed to facilitate collecting grab samples.
b. Lead the participants in collecting grab samples from the tee
connected to the on-line monitor.
c. Lead the participants in collecting on-line monitor reading at the time
that the grab samples are collected.
(Note: This reading should be taken when the chlorine residual is not in
flux. The response of the on-line instrument will probably be averaged
over a specific time particular to each model and/or manufacturer. The
benchtop test will be based on the length of time it takes to collect the
sample.)
d. Discuss the 24-hour minimum and maximum residual grab sampling
requirements.
e. Lead the participants in conducting a benchtop analysis of the grab
samples and recording of the grab sample and on-line monitor results.
f. Enter the date, time, and analysts initials in to the Comparison No. 1
line in the On-Line Instrument No. 1 section of the spreadsheet.
g. Enter the on-line reading, and benchtop reading into the Comparison
No. 1 line.
h. Discuss the fact that the General Characterization of On-line Result
columns will not fill themselves in until the Maximum and Minimum
values for the 24-hr On-line Record for Comparison No. 1 are filled in
i. Discuss the requirements for the 14 days of monitoring necessary to
complete the actual Step 5 analysis.
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j. Open the IDC Data (Example) page to the Step 5 portion and discuss
the impact of having various values entered into the spreadsheet and
the issue of getting all “yeses” in the Analysis of Results block.
The Participants will:
a. Collect grab samples from the selected on-line monitor location.
b. Record the on-line monitor reading at the time the grab samples are
collected.
(Note: This reading should be taken when the chlorine residual is not
in flux. The response of the on-line instrument will probably be
averaged over a specific time particular to each model and/or
manufacturer. The benchtop test will be based on the length of time it
takes to collect the sample.)
c. Analyze the grab samples using the benchtop analyzer used in
Steps 1-4.
d. Record all results in the IDC spreadsheet.

9.

Recommended Action Plan

(30 minutes)

The Instructor and Participants will:
a. Identify specific steps that should be taken to complete the IDC
process. This should include identification of all the on-line monitoring
points and grab sample locations to be used for on-line and benchtop
comparisons.
b. Identify locations where tees need to be installed to facilitate grab
sampling.
c. Document the steps using the Recommended Action Plan Form
provided by the instructor.
d. Complete the required Drinking Water Laboratory Approval Form
(TCEQ 10450).

10.

Wrap-up and Questionnaire (30 minutes)
a. Each Participant will complete the Plant Questionnaire provided by the
instructor.
b. The Instructor will complete the DAM Completion Form.
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Initial Demonstration of Capability (IDC)
Background Information
Some public water systems (PWSs) use on-line chlorine residual monitors to
collect disinfectant residual data used for compliance reporting. Unless their
on-line monitor uses an automated version of the DPD colorimetric method, a
PWS must conduct a special study to verify that their instrument is capable
of consistently producing accurate data.
This study is:
1. Called the Initial Demonstration of Capability, or IDC.
2. Conducted in accordance with the requirements of
EPA Method 334.0.
3. Conducted (in most cases) on each "non-DPD" on-line chlorine
monitoring instrument that the PWS uses to collect compliance data.
The results of an instrument's IDC study must be submitted to the TCEQ for
review and approval before the device can be used for compliance
monitoring.
The TCEQ created the IDC spreadsheet to help PWS operators, vendors, and
consultants collect and report all the IDC data that the TCEQ needs to
approve an on-line chlorine residual monitor. While EPA requires compliance
with Method 334 including the IDC, the TCEQ IDC spreadsheet provides a
step by step data entry process that eliminates the guesswork on calculations
and QC checks.
The completed spreadsheet contains all of the information necessary for
TCEQ’s review of the IDC and subsequent approval. A flowchart for the IDC
process is included in Appendix A.
Once the IDC study is completed and approved, the PWS may use their online monitors for reporting purposes. However, the PWS must verify the
continued accuracy of their on-line monitor at least once each week.
Although Method 334.0 describes the follow-up performance verification
process, this DAM and the TCEQ IDC spreadsheet does not address them.
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To complete the IDC protocol, the PWS must complete the following five
separate steps:
Step 1:

Prepare the working standard solution that will be used to
determine the chlorine demand of the dilution water used when
evaluating the performance of the benchtop method.

Step 2:

Determine the chlorine demand of the dilution water.

Step 3:

Prepare the working standard solution that will be used to
evaluate the performance of the benchtop method.

Step 4:

Verify that the benchtop method is producing accurate results.

Step 5:

Conduct the IDC test to show that the on-line monitor produces
the same results as the benchtop (reference) method.

The data produced during each of these steps is recorded on the IDC Data
worksheet and the instructions/guidance for each of these five steps are
provided in separate text boxes in the spreadsheet.
References:
Method 334 as published by the EPA is included as Appendix B to this
document. Operators can also download a copy of Method 334.0 at the
following Internet address:
•

water.epa.gov/scitech/drinkingwater/labcert/upload/met334_0.pdf
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Preparing the IDC Data Worksheet
The IDC spreadsheet provides a stepwise process and data keeping tool to
accomplish the five steps necessary to perform the IDC.
The spreadsheet tool is a required and integral part of the TCEQ’s IDC
approval process, so much of this DAM training is related to the proper use of
the spreadsheet. The IDC Data worksheet contains space to record all of the
essential information about the system, the analytical methods, reagents,
standards, and test results that the operators and the TCEQ need to evaluate
the performance of both the benchtop (reference) method and the on-line
monitor.
Although the IDC worksheet is password-protected, the colored cells have
been unlocked so that you (the operators, analysts, and consultants) can
enter the necessary information in them.
The TCEQ prepared an example of a completed IDC Data worksheet to help
you complete the form for the plant instruments and procedures. This
worksheet is completely password protected to prevent anyone from
accidentally changing it. A printed copy of the example IDC worksheet is
included in Appendix C.

System-specific spreadsheet information
The information to be entered on the spreadsheet is:
1. System Information.
a. PWS Name:
Enter the name of the water system where the IDC test is being
conducted.
b. PWSID:
Enter the Public Water System's 7-digit Identification Number.
2. Benchtop Method Information.
a. Benchtop Analytical Method:
Enter the analytical method used during benchtop testing, for
example:
i. DPD Colorimetric (SM 4500-CL G)
ii. DPD-FAS Titration (SM 4500-CL F)
iii. Amperometric Titration (SM 4500-CL D)
DAM 7: Method 334
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b. Instrument Manufacturer and Model:
Enter the manufacturer's name and model number of the
colorimeter or amperometric titrator used for the benchtop analysis
(if applicable). For example:







Hach Colorimeter II
Hach Amperometric Titrator
Hach DR/890
W&T A-790 Amperometric Titrator
LaMotte Smart 3
Capital Controls 17T2000 Amperometric Titrator

You do not need to enter information on titration burettes, pipettes,
or other glassware.
c. Reagents: Identify manufacturers, expiration dates, and (if
known) the lot numbers of all reagents, reagent kits, titrants,
buffers, dilution waters, etc. used during the IDC study.
You do not need to list the stock standards used to prepare the
working standards in this area because the information will be
provided in other locations.
IMPORTANT
If chlorine demand free water is used in this training, it must be prepared well before
starting the training.

Preparing Glassware and Demand Free Water
1.

Treatment of labware for chlorine demand.
Pretreat sample containers, pipettes, beakers, volumetric flasks,
graduated cylinders, etc. to remove any chlorine demand by:
•

Soak the container in a dilute bleach solution (1 mL commercial
bleach in 1 L of deionized water) for at least 1 to 3 hours.

•

Rinse thoroughly with deionized water.

•

Rinse the entire inside, outside, and lip of glassware at least
three times.

•

Air dry.

If the sample containers are rinsed thoroughly with deionized water
after use, only occasional pretreatment is necessary.
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2.

Sample cells.
Do not use the same sample cells for free and total chlorine testing.
Even the slightest trace of iodide from the total chlorine reagent can
contaminate the free chlorine test and cause a monochloramine
interference. Therefore, it is best to use separate, dedicated sample
cells for free and total chlorine measurements.

3.

Chlorine demand-free water
If water that has chlorine demand is used in Method 334.0, the results
will not be accurate.
Chlorine-demand free water can be made in the lab or it can be
purchased. Commercially supplied organic-free water is acceptable for
the preparation of chlorine standards and eliminates the need to
prepare chlorine-demand-free water.
Procedures for the preparation of chlorine demand-free water are
included in ASTM-D 1253-06 and Standard Method 4500-Cl C. If
chlorine demand free water is prepared for use in the directed
assistance module training, it must be prepared before starting the
training.
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IDC Step 1
IMPORTANT
You must complete Steps 1 and 2 at the same time. The stock
standard/working standard you create in Step 1 and use in Step 2 begins to
lose its strength as soon as you open the ampoule of stock standard.

Step 1 of the IDC protocol involves preparing the working standard solution
that will be used to determine the chlorine demand of the dilution water
(which is Step 2 in the IDC protocol).
The data you enter in the Step 1 section of the worksheet is used to calculate
the concentration of this working standard solution. The working standard
solution is applied to each of the calibration standards used in subsequent
benchtop tests to approach the target chlorine concentration. The working
standard solution may be undiluted aliquots of the stock standard as long as
the target chlorine residual concentration can be achieved.
The lowest chlorine concentration needed will be used for the second test(s)
in Step 2 which determines the chlorine demand of the dilution water.
TCEQ recommends that you use enough stock or working standard to
produce an "Applied Concentration" between 0.08 and 0.16 mg/L. If you
think your dilution water might have a chlorine demand, you might want to
set a target concentration between 0.15 and 0.30 mg/L.
You must determine whether a diluted working standard solution is necessary
before proceeding to Step 2.
To approximate the volume of working standard solution needed to hit the
target, use the following procedure.
Chlorine calibration standard solutions are prepared by dilution of a
concentrated (50 to 75 mg/L Cl2) primary chlorine stock standard contained
in ampoules. The actual concentration changes for each lot of stock standard
and is printed on the package label.
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1. Calculate the estimated volume of stock standard to be pipetted from the
ampoule using the following formula:
Desired final chlorine
calibration standard concentration × calibration standard volume = Estimated pipetted volume
stock standard concentration (from label)
2. Round the estimated volume to the nearest 0.05 mL (most pipettors read to
0.05 mL only).
3. The spreadsheet will calculate the actual concentration of the applied
concentration and the expected concentration.

Example
As an example, consider a system with the following data:
1. Assumptions
a. Chlorine stock standard concentration = 65 mg/L
b. Calibration standard volume = 60 mL
c. Desired final chlorine concentration= 0.20 mg/L
2. Calculations
d. 0.20 mg/L x 60 mL = 0.185 mL
65 mg/L
e. Round to nearest 0.05 mL
= 0.20 mL of stock standard to be pipetted
f. Applied concentration
(example only –will be calculated by spreadsheet)
0.2 mL pipette x 0.65 mg/L stock standard concentration = 0.216(0.22) mg/L
60.2 mL calibration standard volume

Instructions for the Step 1 Section of the IDC Data Worksheet
Enter data in the fields below as required. Note: a number of the fields are
calculated by the spreadsheet. These calculated values or Quality Control
(QC) indicator fields are provided as a tool in assisting the analyst in
complying with the IDC requirements.
1.

Analyst:
Enter the name of the analyst(s) who will prepare the stock solution
used to measure the chlorine demand of the dilution water.
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2.

Chlorine Standard, Source and Product No.:
Enter the product information about the chlorine stock standard that
will be used to prepare the working standard solution. Include the
name of the stock standard's manufacturer (or vendor) and the
associated product or stock number.

3.

Lot No.:
Enter the manufacturer's lot number of the batch of stock standard
you will be using.

4.

Expiration Date:
Enter the date (month and year) that the stock standard expires.

5.

Concentration:
Enter the manufacturer's reported concentration of the batch of stock
standard you are using. If the manufacturer also provided an error
range for the batch, also enter it. Even though this data is not used for
any of the calculations, including it may help you or the TCEQ reviewer
explain any unexpected results in Step 2.

6.

Volume of Stock Std Used:
Enter the volume of stock standard used to prepare the working
standard. If the stock standard was not diluted, enter the nominal
volume of the standard ampoule; for example, enter 2.0 if the
standard is not diluted and the ampoule contains 2 mL of stock
standard.

7.

Volume of Dilution Water Used to Prepare the Working
standard Solution:
Enter the volume of water used to dilute the stock standard. If the
stock standard was not diluted, enter 0.

8.

Assumed Working standard Solution Concentration:
These are calculated values based on the data you have previously
entered.

9.

Chlorine Demand of Dilution Water:
This is a calculated value. If the working standard solution you use for
Step 2 is undiluted stock standard, the spreadsheet will enter "NA" in
this cell. However, if you prepare your working standard solution using
a diluted stock standard, the actual concentration of the working
standard solution will be affected by the chlorine demand of the
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dilution water. In this case, the spreadsheet determines the value
based on the results of the Step 2 tests.
10.

Actual Working Standard Solution Concentration:
Again, this is a calculated value based on the data you entered and, if
you diluted the stock standard, the results of the Step 2 tests.
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IDC Step 2
IMPORTANT
You must conduct the Step 2 tests as soon as you finish preparing the working
standard solution in Step 1.
Step 2 of the IDC special study involves determining the chlorine demand of
the dilution water used throughout the IDC study. The data you enter in the
Step 2 section of the worksheet and the results of these tests are used to
correct for the impact of chlorine demand when standards are diluted and
calibration standards are prepared for analysis.
IMPORTANT
Read before doing!
It is best to read the test procedure used for performing the benchtop test to ensure
that:
•

the correct sample vials are used,

•

the correct reagent is used, and

•

the correct reaction times are allowed for, as applicable.

Instructions for the Step 2 Section of the IDC Data Worksheet
Enter data in the fields below as required.
Note: A number of the fields are calculated by the spreadsheet. These
calculated values or QC indicator fields are provided as a tool in assisting the
analyst in complying with the IDC requirements.
1.

Analyst:
Enter the name of the analyst(s) who will determine the chlorine
demand of the dilution water.

2.

Sample ID:
There are four rows available to enter data. You must enter data in the
first row, which is labeled as "Dilution Water (Reagent Blank). The
spreadsheet uses these results to determine the "apparent" residual
present when you add reagents but no chlorine stock standards or
working standard (i.e., the "apparent residual" in the "reagent blank").
You must also enter data in the row, identified as "Initial Test". You
will only need to enter data in one or both of the "Repeat Test" rows if
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the initial tests do not produce acceptable results. Once the
spreadsheet is able to calculate the chlorine demand of the dilution
water, you do not have to repeat the test.
3.

Measured Residual:
This is a calculated value that represents the "apparent" residual in the
dilution water when you add your reagents but no stock standard or
working standard (i.e., the reagent blank). You may not enter data in
these cells.

4.

Assumed Chlorine Demand of the Dilution Water:
Most of the time dilution water has a very low chlorine demand. This is
especially true for organic-free water and for fresh deionized water
that has been stored in glass bottles. Therefore, the worksheet initially
assumes that the dilution water has no appreciable chlorine demand.
You may not enter data in these cells.

5.

Calibration Standard Volume:
In order to accurately determine the chlorine demand of the water, the
analyst needs to test at least five samples. Since each sample will
contain 10 mL of dosed dilution water, you will need to prepare at
least 50 mL of dilution water for each batch of 5 samples you test.
There are two ways to produce the 50 mL of calibration standard that
you need to analyze and each has its advantages and disadvantages.
a. Method 1: Dose 60 mL volume of dilution water and then analyze
five 10 mL portions of the 60 mL batch.
i. Advantages:
1. Since you are only pipetting the working standard
solution once, you only have one chance to make a
pipetting error.
2. Since you are using a large volume of water and a
large amount of working standard solution, small
measurement or pipetting errors have minimal impact
on the results.
ii. Disadvantages:
1. If you make a mistake, it affects all of the five
samples.
2. If measuring total chlorine, it takes up to 3 minutes to
run each test (unless the reagent is added to multiple
sample vials at the same time) and you may not get
consistent results if the dilution water has a chlorine
demand because it may be 15 minutes or so before
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the analyst can run the test on the last aliquot in the
sample set.
b. Method 2: Dose and analyze five separate 10 mL samples of
dilution water.
i. Advantages:
1. A measuring or pipetting error only affects a single
sample.
2. The samples can be analyzed as soon as they are
dosed.
ii. Disadvantages:
1. Since you are using small volumes of water and
working standard solution, the impact of small dilution
errors are increased.
Once you have decided which method you are going to use, enter the
volume of dilution water you are going to treat with working standard
solution.
6.

Working Standard Solution Used:
Determine the amount of stock standard (or working standard
solution) that you need to add to the sample of dilution water you are
using. If you are pretty sure you are using a "demand free" dilution
water, the TCEQ recommends that you use enough stock or working
standard to produce an "Applied Concentration" between 0.08 and
0.16 mg/L. If you think your dilution water might have a chlorine
demand, you might want to set a target concentration between 0.15
and 0.30 mg/L. The objective of Step 2 is to determine how much
demand exists in the dilution water and testing "Applied
Concentrations" that produced residuals significantly greater than the
demand can change the value of the results you obtain. If the amount
of stock or working standard you are considering doesn't produce your
target "Calculated Applied Concentration" adjust the amount of dilution
water in the calibration standard (in 5 mL increments) or the amount
of stock or working standard (in 0.1 mL increments) until you are
within your target range.

7.

Applied Concentration, Calculated:
This is a calculated value. See the discussion above for information on
how to use this data point.
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8.

Expected Result:
This is a calculated value based on the calibration standard volume,
the amount of working standard solution used, and the results of
Step 2. It assumes the following:
a. Stock standard has the exact concentration reported by the
manufacturer,
b. None of the chlorine in the stock standard volatized when the
ampoule was opened and the stock standard was pipetted,
c. Calibration standard volume was exactly what you reported it was
and that the pipettes work perfectly,
d. Dilution water has absolutely no chlorine demand,
e. Analyst has perfect laboratory technique, and
f. Labware, sample cuvettes, and instruments are perfectly clean and
introduce no error.
Basically, this a theoretical result that can be achieved if absolutely
nothing goes wrong.

9.

Actual Results:
There are spaces to record the results of five tests that must be run by
the analyst as well as a space for the average value (which is
calculated by the spreadsheet).
Since EPA Method 334.0 requires you to run 5 samples at each set of
blanks, the IDC spreadsheet will not display the average until you
have entered all five of the test results.

10.

Was a Residual Detected in at Least Four Samples?
This is a calculated value.
The chlorine demand result (which is calculated later) may not be
accurate unless a measurable residual is obtained in at least 4 of the 5
tests. If the spreadsheet answers this question "No", the analysts
needs to repeat the test using a slightly higher "applied
concentration".

11.

Was the Average Within 0.020 mg/L or 15% of Expected?
This is a calculated value.
If the actual average of the five tests is close enough to the "Expected
Result", the spreadsheet will assume that the difference between the
two values is the result of one or more of the variables described
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above (as opposed to an actual demand in the dilution water). If this is
the case, the spreadsheet will report that the dilution water has a 0.00
mg/L chlorine demand.
If this is not the case, the spreadsheet will either calculate the chlorine
demand of the dilution water or report that there appears to be a
problem with the results and the test needs to be repeated.
12.

What is the Calculated Chlorine Demand of the Dilution Water?
This is a calculated value. This result is used for the calculations if
needed in Steps 3 and 4.
If the actual average of the five tests is close enough to the "Expected
Result", the spreadsheet will assume that the slight difference between
the two values is not large enough to interfere with the results of later
tests. However, if the expected result is more than 0.02 mg/L (or
15%, whichever is greater) higher than the average, the spreadsheet
will calculate how much chlorine demand exists.
On the other hand, if the test results don't make sense for one reason
or another, the spreadsheet will detect and identify the nature of the
problem and refer you to one of the notes located just below the Step
2 data table.

13.

Comments:
There is a comment box that you can use to add a few
notes/comments about the analytical procedures and equipment used
to complete Step 2.
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IDC Step 3
Step 3 of the IDC special study involves preparing the working standard
solution that will be used to verify the performance of the benchtop
(reference) method (the next step in the IDC special study).
The data you enter in the Step 3 section of the worksheet is used to calculate
the concentration of this working standard solution used in Step 4.
Once again, the working standard solution is applied to each of the
subsequent benchtop tests, this time in various volumes to approach target
chlorine concentrations in the calibration standard.
The working standard solution may be undiluted aliquots of the supplied
stock standard as long as the target chlorine residual concentrations can be
achieved. The determination of whether a diluted working standard solution
is necessary must be made before proceeding on to Step 4.

Instructions for the Step 3 Section of the IDC Data Worksheet
Since the data entry fields in this section of the IDC Data worksheet are
identical to those in Step 1, the instructions are not repeated.
Refer to the Step 1 instructions for help on completing this portion of
the worksheet.
IMPORTANT:
You must complete Steps 3 and 4 at the same time.
The stock standard/working standard you create in this step (and use in next) begins
to lose its strength as soon as you open the ampoule of stock standard.
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IDC Step 4
Step 4 of the IDC special study involves using an EPA approved manual
benchtop analytical method (reference method) to measure the chlorine
concentration in a series of standardized samples that have been dosed with
increasing amounts of stock standard or working standard.
This part of the IDC study is where the accuracy of the benchtop (reference)
method is evaluated. The procedures that will be used to test the on-line
monitoring that is or will be installed are also evaluated.
The data entered in the Step 4 section of the worksheet and the results of
these tests are also used to prepare a calibration curve if the benchtop
method uses a calibration curve.
IMPORTANT
Remember! Step 4 must begin as soon as Step 3 is completed.
The stock standard/working standard created in Step 3 begins to lose its strength as
soon as the ampoule of stock standard is opened.

Instructions for the Step 4 Section of the IDC Data Worksheet
1.

Analyst:
Enter the name of the analyst(s) who will determine the chlorine
demand of the dilution water.

2.

Anticipated On-line Analyzer Settings:
The data for the On-line Analyzer Setting table needs to be provided
by the operators who will be setting up the on-line monitor(s).
If your system is installing a single monitor, the data you enter will be
based on the information for that single installation site. However, if
your system is installing multiple monitors, the data you enter will be a
composite of the lowest and highest readings you expect at any of the
sites because the benchtop method verification procedure must span
the entire range of all the instruments being installed.
Please note that the data you enter in this block must be consistent
with the information you enter when you conduct Step 5 of the IDC
study.
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3.

Lower Limit:
Enter the lowest residual that you expect to see at any site where you
propose to install the on-line monitor(s).
If you are measuring free chlorine, this value should be somewhere
between 0.0 and 0.2 mg/L. If you are measuring total chlorine, this
value should probably be between 0.0 and 0.5 mg/L.

4.

Low Alarm:
Enter the lowest residual you want to see at any of the sites where you
propose to install the on-line monitor(s).
This is usually the monitor's low alarm setting or the residual that
would prompt you to take some corrective action because it is too low.
The value entered here must be higher than the Lower Limit, above.
Usually this value is somewhere between 0.2 and 0.5 mg/L for free
chlorine systems and between 0.5 and 1.0 mg/L for systems using
chloramines.

5.

High Alarm:
Enter the maximum residual you want to see at any of the sites where
you propose to install the on-line monitor(s).
This is usually the monitor's high alarm setting or the residual that
would prompt you to take some corrective action because the residual
is too high. The value entered here must be higher than the Low
Alarm, above.
Usually, this value is somewhere between 2.5 and 4.0 mg/L regardless
of whether your system uses free chlorine or chloramines.

6.

Upper Limit:
Enter the highest residual that you expect to see at any site where you
propose to install an on-line monitor.
The value entered here must be higher than the High Alarm, above.
Usually, this value is somewhere between 2.5 and 4.0 mg/L and will be
slightly higher than the high alarm or upper action level.

7.

Sample ID:
There are six rows available to enter data so the analyst(s) can test up
to six sample sets. Although there is room to enter data for six sample
sets, you must test the accuracy of the reference method using at
least three different chlorine concentrations that span the entire range
of values that you expect to see at any site where you plan to install
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an on-line monitor. Specifically, the testing must meet the following
requirements.
a.

At least one of the calibration standard sets (the Low Limit
sample set) must be conducted at a concentration that is no
greater than 0.5 mg/L higher than the Low Limit level that was
entered in the On-line Analyzer Settings block above.

b.

At least one of the calibration standard sets (the Low Alarm set)
must have a concentration that is between the Lower Limit and
Low Alarm settings entered in the On-line Analyzer Settings
block above.

c.

At least one "mid range" calibration standard set must be
tested. These calibration standards must have a chlorine
residual between the Lower Alarm and the Upper Alarm settings
entered in the On-line Analyzer Settings block above.

d.

At least one "High Alarm" calibration standard set must be
tested. These calibration standards must contain a chlorine
residual between the High Alarm and the Upper Limit settings
entered in the On-line Analyzer Settings block above.

e.

At least one "Upper Limit" calibration standard set must be
tested. These calibration standards must contain a chlorine
residual that is no more than 1.0 mg/L lower than the Upper
Limit settings entered in the On-line Analyzer Settings block
above.

Depending on the values entered in the On-Line Analyzer Settings
block and the Applied Concentration you select, a single calibration
standard set can fulfill more than one of the requirements.
For example, one calibration standard set concentration may meet the
requirements for both the Low Limit and Low Alarm calibration
standard sets. The TCEQ included a block of cells on the far right of
the Step 4 table that will tell you where the calibration standard set is
expected to lie once you have entered the information needed into the
Calibration Standard Volume and Working Standard Used cells as well
as where the measured residual actually lies after you enter the five
readings.
8.

Calibration Standard Volume:
In order to accurately determine the chlorine residual at a given
concentration, you need to test at least five samples since each
sample will contain at least 10 mL of dosed dilution water. So you will
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need to prepare at least 50 mL (maybe more, depending on your lab
method) of dilution water for each batch of 5 calibration standards that
you will test. As noted in the Step 3 instructions, there are two ways to
produce the required 50 mL of calibration standard and each has its
advantages and disadvantages.
a. Method 1:
Dose 60 mL volume of dilution water and
then analyze five 10 mL portions of the 60 mL batch.
i. Advantages:
1. Since you are only pipetting the working standard
solution once, you only have one chance to make a
pipetting error.
2. Since you are using a large volume of water and a large
amount of working standard solution, small measurement
or pipetting errors have minimal impact on the results.
ii. Disadvantages:
1. If you make a mistake, it affects all of the five samples.
2. It takes up to 3 minutes to run each test and you may not
get consistent results if the dilution water has a chlorine
demand because it may be 15 minutes or so before the
analyst can run the test on the last aliquot in the sample
set.
b. Method 2:
Dose and analyze five separate 10 mL samples
of dilution water.
i. Advantages:
1. A measuring or pipetting error only affects a single
sample.
2. The samples can be analyzed as soon as they are dosed.
ii. Disadvantages:
1. Since you are using small volumes of water and working
standard solution, the impact of small dilution errors are
increased.
Once you have decided which method you are going to use, enter the
volume of dilution water you are going to treat with working standard
solution.
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9.

Working Standard Used:
Determine the amount of stock standard or working standard that you
need to add to each sample of dilution water. This is sort of a trial and
error process; pick a working standard solution amount and see if the
amount of standard you are considering produces your target "Applied
Concentration". If it doesn't, you can adjust the amount of stock or
working standard you will add until you are within your target range.
Again, the TCEQ added a block of cells, titled "General Characterization
of Results", that can help you select the amount of stock or working
standard you want to add to each batch of calibration standards and
which will assess the actual test results once you have measured the
residual in each of the five test samples.

10.

Applied Concentration, Calculated:
This is a calculated value that is based on the calibration standard
dilution water volume and the amount of working standard you added
to it.

11.

Expected Result:
This is a calculated value based on the calibration standard volume,
the amount of working standard solution used, and the results of Step
2. As noted in the discussion of Step 2, the calculation assumes that:
a.

Stock standard has the exact concentration reported by the
manufacturer,

b.

None of the chlorine in the stock standard volatized when the
ampoule was opened and the stock standard was pipetted,

c.

Calibration standard volume was exactly what you reported it
was and that the pipettes work perfectly,

d.

Analyst has perfect laboratory technique, and

e.

Labware, sample cuvettes, and instruments are perfectly clean
and introduce no error.

Basically, this a theoretical result that can be achieved if absolutely
nothing goes wrong goes wrong.
12.

Actual Results:
There are spaces for you to record the results of each of the five tests
that you must run at each concentration of calibration standard you
have prepared as well as a space for the average value (which is
calculated by the spreadsheet). EPA Method 334.0 requires you to run
five samples at each calibration standard concentration, so the IDC
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spreadsheet will not display the average until you have entered all five
of the test results.
13.

Was the Average Within 15% of Expected?
This is a calculated value and is the first performance criteria that each
group of results must meet. EPA Method 334.0 requires that the
average of the 5 samples must be within 15% of the expected value. If
the average is not within 15% of the expected value, the data
suggests that the benchtop method is not accurate enough to serve as
a reference method. If the answer to the question is "No", you will
need to repeat the sample set. If the repeat test again produces
unacceptable results, you need to determine what is causing the
problem, make appropriate changes, and restart the IDC study from
the very beginning.

14.

Relative Standard Deviation (RSD):
This is a calculated value. Again, the spreadsheet will not display the
results of the RSD calculation until you have entered all 5 of the test
results.

15.

Was the Relative Standard Deviation (RSD)
less than or equal to 15%?
This is another calculated value and is the second performance criteria
that each group of results must meet. EPA Method 334.0 requires that
the RSD for the sample set be no greater than 15%. Higher RSD's
indicate the benchtop method is not producing repeatable results.
Therefore, you will have to repeat the sample set if the answer to the
question is "No". If the repeat test again produces inconsistent
readings, you will need to determine what is causing the problem,
make appropriate changes, and restart the IDC study from the very
beginning.

16.

General Characterization of the Results:
These are calculated values. If the average reading was not within
15% of the expected results or the RSD for the sample set was greater
than 15%, the spreadsheet will report that the data set contains "Bad
Data". If the two performance criteria (discussed previously) are both
met, the spreadsheet will automatically determine what general
category the calibration standard concentration falls within. The legend
for the displayed codes is shown below.
a.

LL—the calibration standard set represents the anticipated
Lower Limit of the on-line monitor. This type of reading is
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typically associated with some sort of regulatory violation or
short-term public health threat.
b.

LA—the calibration standard set represents a reading that is
between the Lower Limit and the Lower Alarm setting of the online monitor. This is a reading that would normally prompt the
operator to take corrective action to raise the residual back to
within the desired operating range.

c.

mid—the calibration standard set represents a reading between
the on-line monitor's Lower Alarm and Upper Alarm settings.
This type of reading is typically associated with acceptable
operating conditions.

d.

UA—the calibration standard set represents a reading between
the on-line monitor's Upper Alarm setting and the Upper Limit of
the expected results. This kind of reading would normally
prompt the operator to take corrective action to decrease the
chlorine residual so that it would be within the desired operating
range.

e.

UL—the calibration standard set represents a reading that is
close to the Upper Limit that the operators expect to see at the
on-line monitoring site(s). This is a reading that would typically
cause taste and odor complaints but is unlikely to pose any kind
of public health threat.

As noted previously, a single calibration standard set can produce
results that fall in up to two given categories. Consequently, the TCEQ
designed the spreadsheet so that it would report all the general
categories that would describe the calibration standard set.
It should also be noted that the spreadsheet will predict the expected
category that a calibration standard set will fall into based on the set's
Expected Result. When the categorization is based on the Expected
Result (rather than the actual test results), the cells for this sample set
will automatically format with a light-yellow background. This shaded
background will disappear as soon as you have finished testing all five
test samples in the calibration standard set.
Note: The next five questions (17, 18, 19, 20, & 21) are grouped together.
17.

Was at least one calibration standard set within 0.5 mg/L of
the anticipated Lower Limit of the instrument's span?

18.

Was at least one calibration standard set between the
anticipated Lower Limit and Low Alarm settings?
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19.

Was at least one calibration standard set within the normal
operating range you expect to see on the instrument?

20.

Was at least one calibration standard set between the
anticipated High Alarm and Upper Limit settings?

21.

Was at least one calibration standard set within 1.0 mg/L of
the anticipated Upper Limit of the instrument's span?
These are calculated values.
The spreadsheet automatically determines the answer to each of these
five questions. EPA Method 334.0 requires that the calibration
standard sets cover the entire range of values that you may obtain
from your on-line monitor. Therefore, you may have some difficulty
getting the TCEQ to approve your IDC special study if the answer to
any of these questions is "No."

22.

Comments:
There is a comment box that you can use to add a few
notes/comments about the analytical procedures and equipment used
to complete Step 4.
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IDC Step 5
Step 5 of the IDC special study involves comparing the results of the on-line
monitor to those of the benchtop reference method.
Important
The grab samples for the reference method must be obtained from the same sample
tap that supplies the online monitor so the operators must install a tee in the line
that supplies the on-line instrument.
The IDC Data worksheet provides space to enter data for up to six on-line
instruments because EPA Method 334.0 requires you to conduct and IDC
study on each online monitor you use. If your system uses more than six online monitors to collect compliance data, you will need to contact the TCEQ's
Water Supply Division to obtain a modified IDC spreadsheet or copy the
results of Steps 1 through 4 into a second IDC spreadsheet.
You may also contact the Water Supply Division staff if you want to request
permission to test a subset of the monitors you use for compliance reporting
or to reduce the duration of the test for one or more of the additional
instruments.
To contact the TCEQ staff members that are reviewing IDC studies, call the
Water Supply Division at 512/239-4691.

Instructions for the Step 5 Section of the IDC Data Worksheet
Description of Benchtop Instrument
1.

Benchtop Instrument Manufacturer and Model No.
Enter the manufacturer's name and model number of the colorimeter
or amperometric titrator used for the benchtop analysis. For example:
a.

Hach Colorimeter II

b.

Hach Amperometric Titrator

c.

Hach DR/890

d.

W&T A-790 Amperometric Titrator

e.

LaMotte Smart 3 Capital Controls

f.

17T2000 Amperometric Titrator

You do not need to enter information on titration burettes, pipettes, or
other glassware.
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2.

Benchtop Analytical Method:
Enter the analytical method used during benchtop testing, for
example:
a.

DPD Colorimetric (SM 4500-CL G)

b.

DPD-FAS Titration (SM 4500-CL F)

c.

Amperometric Titration (SM 4500-CL D)

Description of On-line Instrument(s):
For each of the on-line instruments, enter the following information in the
appropriate spreadsheet cells.
1.

Instrument Manufacturer and Model No.:
Enter the manufacturer's name and model number of the on-line
instrument.

2.

Analytical Method:
Briefly identify the analytical method used by the on-line monitor.
For example: Proprietary direct read amperometric sensor

3.

Installation Site and Monitoring Point:
Identify the treatment plant, pump station, or distribution system
address where the on-line monitor is installed. For example:
Tharp SWTP, Combined Filter Effluent (CFE)
Schwarz Pump Station, Entry Point, EP006
Distribution monitoring point DBP2-02,
1234 Gammage Memorial Parkway

4.

Date Installed:
Enter the date that the on-line monitor was placed into service.

5.

Intended Use:
Select one of the options contained in the drop-down list. To see the
list, select the cell and then click on the down arrow to display the list.
Once the spreadsheet shows the list, click on the option that applies to
the monitor. The options contained in the list are:
a.

Compliance Monitoring and Reporting only:
select this option if you are going to use the data produced by
the on-line monitor to complete any report or document
submitted to the TCEQ.
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b.

Process Control only:
Select this option if the data produced by the on-line monitor is
not going to be reported to the TCEQ. Please be aware that you
do not have to conduct an IDC study on an instrument that is
only used to produce process control data.

c.

Both Compliance Monitoring/Reporting and Process Control:
Select the option if you are going to report the data but will also
routinely use the information to adjust the treatment process or
make other operational decisions.

6.

Anticipated or Historical Residual Trends and Monitor Settings:
Enter the maximum and minimum chlorine levels you expect to see at
this monitoring site and the High and Low Alarm settings or action
levels.
Please note that the data you enter in this block must be consistent
with the information you entered when you conducted Step 4 of the
IDC study. Basically, this means that the Lower Limit and Low Alarm
settings should be no lower than the corresponding values you used
when you conducted Step 4 of the IDC study. Similarly, the High
Alarm and Upper Limit values should be no greater than the
corresponding values you used when you entered the Step 4 data.
a.

Upper Limit:
Enter the highest residual that you expect to see at the site
where the on-line monitor is or will be installed. This value must
be higher than the High Alarm or Action Level discussed below.
If you have historical information on this monitoring site, the
value you enter here should be consistent with those historical
levels. If you have no historical record, you should probably
select a value between 2.5 and 4.0 mg/L and that will be will be
slightly higher than the high alarm or upper action level.

b.

High Alarm or Action Level:
Enter the maximum residual you want to see at the site where
on-line monitor is or will be installed.
This value must be higher than the Low Alarm or Action Level
discussed below. This is usually the monitor's high alarm setting
or the residual that would prompt you to take some corrective
action because the residual is too high.
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If you have historical information on this monitoring site, the
value you enter here should be consistent with those historical
operating practices. If you have no historical practice, the value
will likely be somewhere between 2.5 and 4.0 mg/L regardless
of whether your system uses free chlorine or chloramines.
c.

Low Alarm or Action Level:
Enter the lowest residual you want to see at the site where the
on-line monitor is or will be installed.
This value must be higher than the Lower Limit discussed below.
This is usually the monitor's low alarm setting or the residual
that would prompt you to take some corrective action because it
is too low.
If you have historical information on this monitoring site, the
value you enter here should be consistent with those historical
operating practices. If you have no historical practice, the value
should probably be somewhere between 0.2 and 0.5 mg/L if the
monitor is measuring free chlorine and between 0.5 and 1.0
mg/L for systems using chloramines.

d.

Lower Limit:
Enter the lowest residual that you expect to see at the site
where the on-line monitor is or will be installed.
If you have historical information on this monitoring site, the
value you enter here should be consistent with that historical
record. If you have no historical information for this site, the
value should probably be somewhere between 0.0 and 0.4 mg/L
if you are measuring free chlorine or between 0.4 and 0.8 mg/L
if you are measuring total chlorine.

Data Table:
The EPA Method 334.0 requires that the on-line reading be compared to the
reference grab sample results for 14 consecutive days. However, if your
water plant is not staffed throughout the weekends, the TCEQ will allow you
to run the comparison study on Monday through Friday for three consecutive
weeks. Therefore, the data table for each instrument contains enough space
to enter the results of 15 comparisons.
1.

Date and Time:
Enter the date and time that the grab sample was collected and the
on-line monitor reading was obtained.
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2.

Analyst's Initials:
Enter the initials of the analyst that runs the benchtop test. If possible,
this individual should also be the person that records the reading from
the on-line instrument.

3.

On-line Reading:
Enter the reading from the on-line instrument at the time that the grab
sample was collected. (Note: This reading should be taken when the
chlorine residual is not in flux. The response of the on-line instrument
will probably be averaged over a specific time particular to each model
and/or manufacturer. The benchtop test will be based on the length of
time it takes to collect the sample.)

4.

Grab Sample Result:
Enter the result you obtain when you use the benchtop reference
method to measure the chlorine residual in the grab sample.

5.

Difference:
This is a calculated value obtained by subtracting the on-line reading
from the grab sample result.

6.

Is the on-line reading within 15% of the grab sample result?
EPA Method 334.0 considers that the data produced by on-line and
benchtop methods agree if the two values are within 15% (or 0.10
mg/L, whichever is greater) of one another.

7.

Minimum and Maximum Daily Readings:
Enter the minimum and maximum reading that was captured by the
on-line monitor's data recorder or the laboratory bench sheet during
the 24-hours before you collected the grab sample.

8.

General Characterization of the On-line Reading:
There are three questions beneath this header cell and the
spreadsheet automatically answers each of them based on the daily
data you enter in the table.
a.

Was the on-line reading close to the maximum daily reading
captured by the recorder?
The spreadsheet will answer this question "Yes" if the on-line
reading is within 10% or 0.2 mg/L (whichever is greater) of the
highest residual recorded during the last 24 hours.

b.

Was the on-line reading a mid-range reading?
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The spreadsheet will answer this question "Yes" if the on-line
reading is not close to either the highest or lowest residuals
recorded during the last 24 hours. Basically, the only time this
answer will be "Yes" is when the questions on both sides of it
are "No".
c.

Was the on-line reading close to the minimum daily reading
captured by the recorder?
The spreadsheet will answer this question "Yes" if the on-line
reading is within 10% or 0.2 mg/L (whichever is greater) of the
lowest residual recorded during the last 24 hours.

Please be aware that the on-line reading can be close to both the maximum
and minimum recorded residuals if these two recorded values were pretty
close together during the last 24 hours, Basically, the on-line reading can be
both a high and low reading if the daily operating range is narrow enough.

Analysis of the Step 5 Data:
The three questions in this portion of the IDC worksheet are used summarize
the Step 5 results. They are all answered by the spreadsheet but the answers
will not be accurate until you have finished the study and entered all the data
you collected.
1.

Were all the required data collected and were all of the on-line
readings within 15% or 0.10 mg/L of the corresponding grab
sample reading?
This is a calculated value based on the information you entered in the
data table.
Please be aware that the TCEQ cannot approve the IDC special study
unless you collect all of the data required by EPA Method 334.0.
Similarly, the TCEQ cannot approve the IDC study if the results reveal
that the on-line monitor does not consistently produce readings that
agree with the grab sample results.
Therefore, the TCEQ cannot approve your IDC study results if the
answer to this question is "No". If the spreadsheet determines that the
performance criteria are not met, you must determine and correct the
cause of the inconsistency and repeat Step 5 of the IDC.

Note: The next two steps (2 & 3) go together.
2.

Were at least 3 of the on-line readings near the maximum
recorded daily reading?
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3.

Were at least 3 of the on-line readings near the minimum
recorded daily reading?
Both item 2 and 3 answers are calculated values that are based on the
data you entered in the data table.
The on-line monitor must be programmed and calibrated so that it will
accurately record data under the "worst-case" residual levels the
operators expect to see at any given time. However, it is unlikely that
these "absolute minimum" and "absolute maximum" residuals will
occur during the IDC study. Therefore, the spreadsheet compares the
daily on-line reading with the corresponding minimum and maximum
values recorded during the 24 hour period before grab sample was
collected.
It is important that at least three of your comparisons were conducted
when the residual was near the maximum daily recorded value and
that at least three of your comparisons were conducted when the online reading was near the minimum daily recorded value. If the
spreadsheet doesn't answer both of these two questions "Yes", you will
need to repeat Step 5 of the IDC.

4.

Comments:
There is a comment box that you can use to add a few
notes/comments about the analytical procedures and equipment used
to complete Step 5 and to describe any operational or maintenance
issues that you had to address during Step 5 testing.
If the on-line monitor has already been installed, you should also
discuss any unusual operational or maintenance problems you have
experienced since its installation. If you need more room than the
comment box provides, you can insert a Text Box on Sheet 3 of the
spreadsheet and the additional information there.

Congratulations! Save your work.
At this point, you have completed the spreadsheet. Save the file in a location that you
can find in the future. Print a copy to submit to the TCEQ.
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Course Wrap-up
Submitting the IDC to TCEQ
After the IDC has been completed (14 or 15 days of daily chlorine residual
comparisons as applicable), a printout of the final spreadsheet must be
submitted to TCEQ Water Supply Division (WSD) Technical Review and
Oversight Team (TROT) for approval.
The spreadsheet, with Step 5 completed for each IDC applicable on-line
analyzer, must be submitted along with a cover letter that identifies each
instrument for which approval is requested.
The request for approval letter and the spreadsheet must be submitted to:
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Attn: WSD/TROT Mail Code 154
PO Box 13087
Austin, Texas 78711-3087
It is highly recommended that before submitting the request, you call and
talk to one of the TROT staff to get guidance on details of how to submit your
request. You may call the main number—512-239-4691—and ask to speak
to a representative on TROT.

Ongoing Requirement for Monitoring under Method 334
While not part of this training, approval of the IDC by TCEQ requires the
water system to regularly make comparisons of the on-line monitors to the
bench-scale analyzer. As this is comparison monitoring is a regulatory
requirement, it must be accounted for in the water system’s Monitoring Plan.

Monitoring Plan
TCEQ has developed guidance on how to develop a monitoring plan for a
PWS which can be downloaded from the TCEQ website at:
www.tceq.texas.gov/drinkingwater/monitoring_plans

Laboratory Approval Form & List of Analytical Methods
As part of the Monitoring Plan requirements, the PWS must also complete
and submit the required Drinking Water Laboratory Approval Form
(TCEQ 10450).
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Additionally, systems that use chloramines must complete a List of Analytical
Methods (LAM) as part of their Nitrification Action Plan (NAP).
The Laboratory Approval Form is included as Appendix D and is available on
the TCEQ website at:
www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/permitting/watersupply/pdw/
DrinkingWaterLaboratoryApprovalForm.pdf
The List of Analytical Methods is also in Appendix D. It is available by calling
the TCEQ at 512-239-4691 or on the TCEQ website at:
www.tceq.texas.gov/drinkingwater/disinfection/nitrification.html
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Appendix A. IDC Flow Chart
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Appendix B. Adopted EPA Method 334
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Appendix C. Example IDC Worksheet
Eight pages:
1 of 8: Steps 1 & 2—System information and dilution water chlorine demand
2 of 8: Steps 3 & 4—Prepare standard and verify benchtop
3 of 8: Step 5 for online instrument # 1
4 of 8: Step 5 for online instrument # 2
5 of 8: Step 5 for online instrument # 3
6 of 8: Step 5 for online instrument # 4
7 of 8: Step 5 for online instrument # 5
8 of 8: Step 5 for online instrument # 6
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Appendix D. Lab forms
Laboratory Approval Form and List of Analytical Methods
Laboratory Approval Form is required for all PWSs. Available at
www.tceq.texas.gov/drinkingwater/monitoring_plans
List of Analytical Methods is required for PWSs that have chloramines.
Available upon request from the TCEQ Water Supply Division at 512-2394691.
Both forms should be attached to a PWS’s Monitoring Plan for review by
TCEQ staff during periodic inspections.
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Laboratory Approval Form (LAF)
This must be attached to the Laboratory Approval Form
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List of Analytical Methods (LAM) (for PWSs using chloramines)
This must be attached to the Laboratory Approval Form
Analyte

Method
(& Analyzer Type)

Accuracy5

pH

±______________pH unit

Temperature

±______________C

Calibration
Frequency6

Calibration
Method

Disinfectant
Total Chlorine

±______________mg/L

Free Chlorine

±______________mg/L

Monochloramine

±______________mg/L

Free Ammonia
(as nitrogen)

±______________mg/L

Chlorine Dioxide

±______________mg/L

Chlorite

±______________mg/L

Ozone

±______________mg/L

Nitrification
Nitrite

±______________mg/L

Nitrate

±______________mg/L

Other-Microbial
HPC
(Heterotrophic
plate count
bacteria)
DNA (Microbial
DNA)

±_________CFU/100 mL
±______________mg/L

Other

±______________

Hardness

±______________mg/L

Alkalinity

±______________mg/L

Total dissolved
solids

±______________mg/L

Dissolved
oxygen (DO)

±______________mg/L
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Thanks for participating in DAM 7.
Please, remember to submit your evaluation form to the instructor.
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